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The missing Spring
& suspended Autumn
You can imagine the despair we felt at being closed down on 24 March
this year, days away from the start of the Easter holidays. Of course,
everybody felt shocked and horrified by the devastating tragedy being
revealed all over the globe, but our focus had to be on what to do to
survive the crisis and make our holiday makers happy.
We may be unusual in that we felt the support offered by the government
was both effective in its approach and efficiently delivered. Furloughing staff for
the first time was complex and bureaucratic but we struggled through the initial
stab at completing the claim, learning – as everybody had to – how to navigate a
completely uncharted process. But we persevered and it worked.
We set about prioritising the jobs we needed to do to keep the cabins and grounds in order, answering phone calls
from worried guests and rearranging holiday dates and refunds. We are grateful to our many regulars and some new
guests who postponed rather then cancelled their bookings.
For the three of us who weren’t furloughed it was a strange time. We did a lot of walking, a lot of thinking and
planning, all the time regretting that we couldn’t be open during by far the best Easter and late Spring weather we have
had since we took over Churchwood in January 2000. One bonus was that we walked paths near us for the first time
seeing aspects of the area we’d not seen before, such as this view of Langdon Court Hotel.
The end of lockdown on 4 July meant, as those of who have been to us will know, that we’ve been frantically busy
ever since, with all the staff back at work and, PPE and social distancing aside, fairly normal. Happily, the weather was
good most of the time although we’ve had a few autumnal blows and deluges since then. Lots of people who hadn’t
been for years rediscovered us which was a pleasure and a bonus.
Then, just as we thought the worst was over, the agony started all over again,
although hopefully for a shorter period this time. By the time you read this we may be
open again. In any event Happy Christmas to you all.

Enjoy the view all year round!

If you know anyone who is a Churchwood Valley fan, or who just likes a
calendar full of gorgeous photos... then make sure you buy a copy of the
2021 Churchwood Valley Calendar!
Available from our shop and reception, all the photos featured in the calendar
are taken in and around Churchwood Valley and Wembury Bay. A4 size, with one
month per page, it costs £5.00, with £1 from every calendar sold being donated
to Wembury Marine Centre. If you'd like us to post one to you, the cost is an
additional £1.0. Call us on 01752 862382 or email info@churchwoodvalley.com

PS. Don't forget that the calendar makes a wonderful Christmas present

Visit our web site at: www.churchwoodvalley.com

The beauty of Churchwood...

Ken Alexander

Bee update
Tom Stansell brings us up to date with what's been happening in the
Churchwood bee hives...
We have reached the end of the bee season for 2020 with the same
strong happy colony we started with.
We had two small honey harvests throughout the year, which were sold
almost as soon as they were extracted. We had a primary and secondary
swarm as the original colony re-queened; I attempted to combine these
swarms into a new colony, a tricky procedure, but unfortunately the process
was unsuccessful. We are now looking forward to a productive 2021… when
hopefully, we can add a second colony to our inventory.

Linda Butler

Stitches in time
When we decided to redecorate our information room last winter the
aim was to create a brighter, warmer environment that enhanced the
usefulness of all the posters and details of places to go, visit and eat.
Much debate ensued about wall colours, layout and whether to retain
all the books that used to adorn the shelves along the walls.
Then, pursuing a woodland theme, Tom did some research and discovered
Our stunning new forest mural!
'photo wallpapers' and mural wallpapers and eventually settled on
the one shown in these pictures. Putting them up called for an expert
which we discovered we already had in the guise of 'James the painter'
– a local lad who has done a lot of work for us and private owners in
recent years – who was doing the redecoration for us.
Then it was felt that the children’s’ area needed to be in a corner
so as to be separate from everything else going on in the room. New
and different toys added extra colour and brightness which balanced
the pastel colours on the walls.
And then serendipity called. We were approached by the secretary
of the Wembury War Memorial Village Hall to ask if we had anywhere
we could display a 'wall hanging' created by a village group called
We've created a vibrant and cosy corner for for our
The Wembury Stitchers. The conclusion was that it would be a fitting
younger visitors.
addition to our new bright information room.
Linda Young, a member of the group, takes up the story.
“It was made as a contribution to the flower festival held at
the Church of St Werburgh in July 2019. The theme of the event
was 'Songs of the earth' and was based on two hymns – 'For the
Beauty of the Earth' and 'All Things Bright and Beautiful', and the
popular song 'I Believe'.
The stitchers were asked to do something to represent the
lines 'For thy Church which evermore, lifted holy hand above,
offering up on every shore, her pure sacrifice of love, Lord of all
to thee we raise, this our grateful hymn of praise' from 'For the
Beauty of the Earth'.
We thought the view of the Church and the Mewstone would
be perfect and so we tried to replicate this using all our various
skills including knitting, crocheting, felting, embroidery, cross
stitch and appliqué.
The magnificent wall hanging created by The Wembury
Stitchers.
The hanging seemed to go down well at the festival so we
thought it would be a shame to fold it up and put it away. We hope
the visitors to Churchwood Valley enjoy looking at it during their
stay.” And they would have done if it had not been for the virus!
The Wembury Stitchers is a group of ladies (although men
are welcome) who enjoy crafting, mostly needlework of different
kinds. In normal times they meet weekly to share their knowledge
and skills with each other. In addition to the wall hanging, they
made a Devon cottage complete with flower garden for the
previous church flower festival, knitted bags for the dementia
ward at Derriford hospital, made bunting for the village hall, and
poppies for remembrance day. Guests would be welcome to join
their meetings when they can resume.
The redecorated information room – a brighter, warmer
environment.

Pubs surviving but
Langdon languishes

Long service & special awards
The lockdown has affected the British Holiday and Home
Parks Association (BHHPA), the sponsor of the Bellamy
Award, which has decided to mark the 70th anniversary
of its foundation by introducing a special award to
recognise members’ commitment to and support of the
Association during their time as members. As a result
Churchwood has been chosen as one of the first recipients
of The Diamond Long Membership Award due to our
membership since 1960.
We have also been awarded Gold in the Annual David Bellamy
Conservation Award for 2020 and other awards for undertaking
the 'Five in Five' Habitat Challenge gaining awards for Hedgerows, Wildflowers
and Woodlands. The focus in 2020 was due to be Wetlands but following
the pandemic was changed to #Protect Tourism Jobs, an altogether different
challenge in which, we are glad to say, we have so far been successful.

Farewell to
Anne and
welcome Cara
All of you who have used the dog
minding service provided by Ken
and Anne Stevens will be sad to
hear that Anne – who carried on
after Ken died – is hanging up her
dog leads and retiring. I’m sure
you will join us in thanking her
and Ken for their wonderful care
and treatment of your dogs over
the years.
In Anne’s place will be Cara
Pitcher who runs Mango’s Dog
Walking and Pet Services. Cara is
a Wembury girl who has stayed at
Churchwood a few times, so she
knows her way around the park.
She will charge £20 per pooch for
collecting and returning and looking
after your pet all day (typically from
8am to 5pm) giving them two full
walks and one short; or £15 for half
a day with two walks. The dogs will
eat when hers do if you like. She is
very flexible and works with owners
to suit their wishes and requirements.
Cara currently does not board
dogs overnight but can arrange with
other local professional dog minders
for overnight stays.
You can contact her on
07853 353554 or by email at
mangosdogwalking@hotmail.com.
Full details are on her website:
www.mangosdogwalking.co.uk
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Two of our three local pubs have been doing well this summer while The
Odd Wheel was about to reopen when the second lockdown came into force.
Both the Eddystone and the Mussel Inn have been busy, within the social
distancing restrictions, and report that Churchwood’s guests have been supporting
them to a significant extent.
The Eddystone has been redecorated and that, plus its well-oiled (pardon
the pun) Covid operations and stunning views, have ensured a steady flow of
customers.
The Mussel made the most of its car park during the summer to locate well
spaced tables serving local ales and fine food.
After the March lockdown, the Odd
Wheel offered its unsold beer at half price
for people to take home and acted as a
hub for an emergency food service for
the elderly and vulnerable in Wembury
Village. Landlady Christine Colmer led this
campaign supported by pub regulars but
paid the price by catching Covid-19 and
spending 97 days in intensive care. We are
pleased to report she is now on the mend and has sold the pub to new owners who
were due to reopen when the second lockdown was announced. Karen, Chris and
Matt have started a takeaway service and hope to open fully in December.
The company that owned the Langdon Court Hotel, once popular with guests,
is in administration and the building has been stripped of equipment, fixtures and
fittings. Sadly, its future is in doubt.

